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SUMMARY

This report presents a description oj the7 by 10foot
wind tunnel and a$sociaied apparaiw of the National
Advisq Committeefor Aeronawtk Included also are
ialibrathn ted raults and cluuwcterhticted ciiziaof both
staticforce t98t8and auiorota$ionte8t8made in thetunnd.

The tunnel air jtow h satisfactory. The velociiy, ai
the modd location, ia uniform wiihin &0.%!per cent and
the air $OW dire&n h para.ild to tlw & of the jet
within &0.9°.

The tunngl ia equipped with a 6-componeni indixzii~
baiknce, on which the thr~ forces and thrtz moments
may be mmsured directly and independently. AR tests
are made at the same dywzmicpremure on mockls having
tlwsaw area and aqeet ratio. By this arrangement,the
reswltsare obtainedin a@icientform and very little time
is required to reduce the test data.

% balunce may &o be wed for making stable cn.do-
rotatti te8t8or for measuring k? rolli~ moment due
to rolling. In awch mm the force-ted model eupport

h replaced by one o%gned for rotationtest-s.

INTRODU~ON

In 1928 the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nrmtica decided to replace its old ti-foot, closed-throat
Venturi wind tunnel (reference 1) by two open-throat,
closed-return-passage tunnels which, because of com-
pact design, couId be housed in the same building.
One of thcae, the 5-foot vertical tunnel, built primarily
for the study of spinning, is desoribed in reference 2.

The other, a 7 by 10 foot, rectangular throat tunnel,
is described in this report. This tunnel ii intended for
general aerodynamic tests with particular reference to
stability and control.

The balance and operating equipment were i&gned
to facilitate the making of routine force and autorota-
tion tests. The same balanca is used for either type
of tests, but two easily interchangeable model supports
are used. In the force tests all six components are
measured directly in coefficient form, each one being in-
dependent of theothers. Therolling-moment coefficient
and therate of rolling aremeasured in the rotation tests.

The tunnel was completed in the summer of 1930
md calibration tests were iinished during the latter
pzrt of the same year. Since then the balance has
been installed and the tunnel has been in continuous
>peration since early in 1931.

DESCRWITON

THE TUNNHL

The tunnel is shown in sectional plan and elevation
mFigure 1. It has an open jet, an open test chamber,
md a closed return passage. The direction of the air
Eow is indicated on the drawing. The air is drawn
through the test section by means of a plopeller fan in
the exit cone, and passes by way of the return passage
and entrance cone back to the test section. The area
of the exit cone and retmn passage is inoreased so that
the velocity of the air is gradually decreased at the
hrge end of the entrance cone to about one-fourth of
that through the test section.

The tunnel passages are constructed of jf-inch sheet
3teel,stiffened with steel angles and supported by a
3teel superstructure. The over-all dimensions are
frown on the drawing.

Test section.-’l%e air stream at the test section is
open to the room in which the tunnel is housed. The
Ypaceunder the air stream and on one side is used for
the balance, most of which is in a pit. The control for
the propeller-drive motor and a dynamic pressure
indicator are located on the same side of the jet as the
balance.

Entrance cone.—The sides of the entrance cone
were first made of the form designated l–l in Figure 1.
Prelimimq surveys showed a converging air stream
which was corrected by changing the sides of the
entrance cone to the form 2–2. In the large end
of the entrance cone are four reference static-pressure
ol’’Moe9J.

Exit cone.—The upstream end of the exit cone is of
the same size as the downstream end of the entrance
cone, the spillage air being allowed to pass outside
the cone. Seven feet downstream froni the mouth
of the exit cone are 16 openings for the purpose of
reducing the air pdsations, as explained in reference 3.
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Guide vanes.-All the guide vanes have the same to which it is directly coupled.
proiile. The upper and lower curvature of each vane controlled by suitable armature
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are arcs of circles, the nose is formed by a third arc, With this propeller-rnotm combination air speeds
and the trailing edge is sharp. The vanes were first from O to 80 rnik per hour may be obtained,
spaced regularly in all four corners. After the fit Dynamio pressure control and indioator,-The
dynamic pressure surveys had been made, certain dynamic pressure is held constant with time by means
vanes were removed from the No. 1 and the No. 2 of a manometric balance which controls the operation
cornem in order to obtain a more uniform
dynamic pressure at the test section.

Honeyoomb.—A honeycomb is placed ahead
of the entrance cone (fig. 1) to straighten the “-
air stream before it enters the entrance cone.
The cells of the honeycomb are 1 inch square
and 6 inches deep.

Uniform dynamic pressure throughout the
cross section of the jet at the model test posi-
tion is obtained by wire screens placad on the
outer portions of the upstream face of the
honeycomb. These screens were adjusted
until a satisfactorily uniform dynamic pres-
sure was obtained.

ASSOCIATED APPARATDS FIOUM 2.-Dyrmmlo presmwmtrol apwtna
Propeller and motor.—The fan is a 6-blade, adjus&

able-pitih propeller 10 feet 6 inches in diameter. It of a field resistance of the propeller-drive motor. A
is driven by a 200-horsepower, direct-current motor diagram of this apparatus is shown in Figure 2. At-
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imched to the beam of the manometric balance is an
inverted cup partly immersed in a small tank of
mercury. The static reference pressure of the tunnel
is connected to the space under the cup and is balanced
agminst a given weight on the balance beam. The
lmhmce beam is connected to one side of a 110-volt
supply line; the other side of the line is connectad
through a smti spliMkld motor to two contacts
lmtween which the balance beam moves. Thus, when
tlm static reference pressure changes the circuit
through the motor is closed. This motor operates
a fme variable resistance in the field of the propeller-
drive motor. The
apparatus will
hold the dynamic
pressure constant
to within *0.2 per
cent.

Coupled in
prallel with the
pressurelineof the
tnanometric b al- ‘-
‘ante is an N. A.
C. A. microman-
ometer on which
the static refer-
ence pressure is
indicated at all
times.

Balanoe.—A m
special 6-compo-
nent bakmce was
designed and con- W
~tructed for the
study, in this
tunnel of stability
and controL This
lmlance is shown
diagrammatically
in l?igure 3. The
Six components
.aro indicated, di-
rectly and inde-

. . .

are measured
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independently with respect to
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three
mutually perpendicular =ea intersecting at a point on
the jet center tie. One of the axes coincides with
the center line of the jet; the other two are, respec-
tively, vertical and horizontal.

The floating framework is supported by three
vertical members B, C, and D, pivoted on selhligning
ball bearings in the horizontal plane passing through
the jet center line. Th.we vertical membem are also
pivoted on self-aligning ball bearings at the bottom,
which allow the framework to move in any horizontal -
direction. The vertical member D is pivoted, in the

Aj FloofIng fromewor%
B Liff h rol/ing momenf members.”
$ ZJ ~d @~n*m=~=r

a?”I+ Lift scok pi opn.
6H Drag and yowlng mome-n’ Mem5ers
1, Dreg d yowing momenf fruss.

~ SW dm member.
/K, Tr@o’ or s~orfiq mooid

L, Verhcol tube fo which model IS secwed
M /i/Oti far chag~ a$?k Of OffC@.
~ Hcmdwheel fw ckngi~ agle of yew.
CL, Liff scc?fe heed
Co, Drag stole herd
~, ~:;sho’ fme scofe heoo!

mwnmf stole heed
C~: Rol/@ moment scale heai
Cn, Yowihg moment scoie heed

pendently on dia@ . . lM- L—D- ofthe5wmpnxmtbalance
as coefficientswith
respect to the wind axes of the model. The balance is
so arranged that either static or rotation teats may be
made by simply changing the model support. 11’orthe
most rapid and efficient operation, three observws are
reqdred, although the tests cm be made with the same
accuracy by a single operator.

The balance (fig. 3) consida. of a rigid floating
framework A, to which the model is rigidly secured,
connected by suitable linkages to six scales. These
linkages are so arranged that the forces and moments

vertical plane
through the jet
center line, to a
small scale C. on
which the pitch-
ing moment is
measured. The
two members B
and C, on either
side of the framew-
ork, which are
equidistant from
and parallel to the
vertical plane
through the jet
center line, are
pivoted to each
end of a truss E
which in turn is
pivoted to rotate
about its center.
Under one side of
this truss asmall
scale Cl is pivoted
on which any dif-
ference of the
force on the two
vertical members
is measured as a
rolling moment.
The pivot support
of the trim, the
pitching- moment

scale, and the rolling-moment scale ~ are m-ountedon
the platform F of a large scale on which the total ver-
tical force or lift is measured. This force is indicated
on dial G.

The drag is transmitted to bell cranks by means
of two members G and H in the horizontal plane of
and parallel to the jet centar line, and pivoted to the
framework by self-aligning ball bearings. The force
is transmitted tlwough the belI cranks verticdy to a
truss I from which the drag and the yawing moment
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are measured on scales CD and C., respectively, in
the same manner as the lift and the rolling moment.

The cross-wind force is taken by a third member J in
thehorizontal plane of and perpendicular to the jet cen-
ter line, and is pivoted to the framework on the center

, line of the bearings on the side of tha framework. The
force is transmitted vertically through a bell crank to
the platform of the cross-wind force scale Cc.

The scale heads and platforms used in the balance
are of commercial design. The scales are speoial in
that they all have platform deflections of less than
0.01 inch. (The misalignment caused by this small

COMMPITDE FOR ADRONAUTTCS

All pivot points in the balance, other than thoso in
the scale heads and platforms, are self-aligning ball
bearings. They have the advantage of transmitting
forces in more than one direction. In the comploto
balance asaembly 32 ball bearings were used, whereas
if lmife edges had been used 76 would have boon
required.

The floating framework and the scale platforms are
enclosed in fairinga to eliminate balance windage.

The lift, drag, cross-wind force, and pitching-mo-
ment scales, will indicate the respective coe5cientsi CL,
CD,CO,and Cmto within + 0.001. The minimum vnlue

FIIXJEE4.-Foiz&tcstwt-npintunnel

deflection will not introduce an appreciable error in
the results ) The indicating dialsof the scales are espe-
cially graduated and special weights areused that make
it possible to measure directly the coefficients about the
wind axes of the model. These coeflicientaare based on
the dynamic pressurecorresponding to a wind velocity
of 80 miles per hour under standard atmospheric con-
ditions, and on a model with an area of 600 square
inches and an aspect ratio of 6. If a model of dMerent
area or aspect ratio is used, or if tests are made at a

different dynamic pressure, a correction factor must be
used for reducing the data to coefficients.

of & may be determined to within + 0.0005 owiug to
the steady conditions of this test. Rolling and yawing
moment coei%oients Cz and Cmmay be measured to
within * 0.0001.

Force-test model support,—The force-,@st model
support (fig. 3) consists of a tripod K which is secured
to the floating hmework. A vertical tube L extends
from the bottom of the framework through the ccmter
of the tripod. The model is scoured to the upper end
of this tube by a bracket. The model is so located
vi-ithrespect to the balance that a point on the chord
one-quarter of the chord behind the leading edge at
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midspan coincides with the origin of the three moment
axes of the balance. The angle of attack is changed
by a small electricmotor M on thefloating framework.
An angle-of-attack range horn –30° b, + 70° may be
obtained with this arrangement. The angle of attack
is indicated by a calibrated revolution counter.

The angle of yaw, or sidedip, is c~anged by rotat-
ing the vertical tube to which the model is attached.
The tube is geared to a shaft with a handwheel N for
changing the angle of yaw. In the yawed condition
the angle of attack as measured is the angle in the
plane of symmetry between the chord of thewing and the
horizontal. Both the angle of attack and the angle
of yaw may be changed while the tunnel is running.

The model support is completely inclosed in a stream-
line fairing, except for the bracket to which the model
is attached and a small pivoted strut for changing the
angle of attack. @g. 4.)

Rotation-test model support.-The balance may be
used as an autorotation dynamometer by mounting a
wing-rotating device (fig. 5) on the framework in place
of the force-teat model support. The mountings of
both the rotating device and the force-teat spindle are
easiIy interchangeable; the change requires about two
hours’ time.

A, .S@hdle housing.

~ Gooseneck for
Suptlhg
model.

g Reducfim geors.

< Mofor for
rof ofing model.

~ Floofing
fromenark.

F#Ccwferpaise.

FIOURE 6.—RotatIon4estmodelmq)pnt

The rotation-test model support (@. 5) consists of a
horizontal spindle supported in a housing A on the jet
center line. A gooseneck B, on which the model wing
is mounted, is fastened to the forward end of the

spindle: This gooseneak is statically balanced by
counterpoise H which is secured to the opposite end
of the spindle. The mechanisms C and D for changing
the angles of attack and yaw are incorporated_& the
gooseneck.

The spindle is rotated through reduction gearing E
by motor F. The gearing is so arranged that it may
be engaged for rotating the spindle at a desired rate
or disengaged for stable autorotation tests. In the
forced rotation tests the torque is measured dircetly
as a rolling moment coefficient on the balance rolling-
moment scale. If desired, the drag may be also
measured while the model is rotating.

The rotation device is enclosed in a streamline fairing
except for the tube A, gooseneck B, and counterpoise
H. Figure 6 is a photograph of the balance with the
autorotation device in place.

SURVEYSAND CALIBRATIONS

In the calibration of the tunnel, dynamic preswre
and air stream angularity surveys were made at the
model location, 2 feet 10 inches downstream from the
entrance cone. Seventy measurementsof the dynamic
pressure were made at points equally distributed over
a vertical plane perpendicular to the air stream at the
test model location. The surveys of the tunnel in its
iinal form showed a maximum variation of +0.4 per
cent in dynamic pressure at the test model location.
The angulari~ of the air stream measured at the
same points showed the maximum variation in pitch
and yaw to be + 0.3°. There is no definite twist in
the air stream.

A static pressure survey was next made along the
jet center line at l-foot intervals between the entrance
and exit cones. The survey showed a gradual decrease
in static pressure as the air moves downstream. The
difference in the static pressure across the standard
model chord length, 10 inches, was found to be 1.8
per cent of the dynamic pressure.

The reference dynamic pressure at the model loca-
tion is the integrated mean dynamic prwmre over
the area covered by the span of the model but with
the modal removed. The static pressure as obtained
horn the four openings just ahead of the entrance cone
was calibrated against the reference dynamic pressure
over the entire speed range of the tunnal. This
calibrated static pressure is the static reference pres-
sure used to operate the tunnel at any desired dynamic
pressure.

Energy ratio teats were made over the entire speed
range of the tunnel. The en- ratio is defined as
the ratio of the kinetic energy per second of the air
flowing through the jet to the electrical energy input
per second to the motor. The energy ratio of the
tunnel is 1.41 at a tunnel air speed of 80 IQ&Mper
hour.
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Force tests were then made to determine the forces
acting on the supports. ,~ese tests were made with
the model supported independently of and in the same
position that it normally occupies with respect to the
balance. The support forces and moments were
found to be small (the support drag was about one-
third of the minimum drag of the Clark Y airfoil) and
constant for all angles of attack. To eliminate a

computation they are compensated for by setting the
zero readings of the scales off zero by the proper
amounts.

Finally, sir flow alignment tests made with the
model fit in the erect and then the inverted test
position show that the air strem has an angle of 13’
upflow at the model location. A correction to the
measured drag is neceswmybecause of thimnisalignment
and is applied aa explained in referauce 4.

CHARA~ERISTIC TEST DATA ~. ~~ ~

In Figure 7 the curves of the coefficients of lift, drag,
cross--ivind force, and pitching moment have been
plotted for the range of anglea of attack from – 10°
to + 60°. The test model used was a Clark Y airfoil
with a 10-inch chord and a 60-inch span, and the model

mum ?.+Chemdatfmof II% drw, arm-windformandpltddof+mommt
coaffidantawithmwiaofatta@7W 10fm%windtunnel,formW, lIJby60fn*
ra&mg”k OlnrkY alrfofl,yaw-W
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was set at 200 positive yaw. The rolling and yawing
moment coefficients were determined for the same teat
conditions and are plottid in Figure 8.

w I
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F[omm&—Thevariationofrollfngandyawingmomont0X4Montawftbm@
Of sttank; 7by 10f(mtwfndtmmal,formtmtj10by ~ fna m&m@w
OfarkY afrhff,yaTV-ZIY

In Figure 9 the stable autorotation characteristics
am shown for the same airfoil at 0° yaw. The rolling

a
l@3uaE 9.4ka varfatfan of mto ofmfatlonW1OIanglaofattaa&7by10

footwindtannd,mtatfmU.1O by 00bmbm&mstdmOh& Y
nkfofl,yaw-w

14990&33—17

,.

moments due to roll at a constant rate of rotation for
the same airfoil at 0° yaw are shown in Figure 10.

attackatarataofmhtfon#v-O.OS;7by10footwfndtrmnal,mhtfon

tmt,lObYOOinokr@an@ar OlarkY OfrfOfi, Y8W=@

CONCLUSION

Eight months of operation of the tunnel and awooi-
ated apparatus have demonstrated that test results
may be accurately and rapidly obtained with ,a small
personnel.

LANGL~Y Mworum AerOnaUtiC LABORATORY,

NATIONAL hvrsoRY Co bf3mYEIJ ROR &RONA~Os,

tiCILBY fiFILD, VA., October %?, 1931.
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